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Abstract

ple and effective means to disrupt the use of such systems involves the deployment of commodity off-theshelf (COTS) transcoding proxies [6, 16, 33] that seek
to improve performance by dynamically re-encoding images at lower quality levels and rescaling.
To address these limitations, we propose a new
steganographic approach that operates on the frequencydomain of images. By choosing heavily quantized frequency components at low JPEG quality values, we can
robustly embed information within images, and this information survives a number of transformations, including transcoding to higher quality, Not surprisingly, when
starting at a low base quality level, the message survives
transcoding to a higher quality and back to the base quality. Heavily quantized frequency components tend to be
stabilized because they can only take on a limited number of values. More interestingly, the embedded message
survives image rescaling, as long as the extraction occurs
after an inversion of the scaling operation. Depending on
the cover image and the frequency components used, the
message can survive an image reduction of up to 75%, or
an image expansion of up to 150%.
Motivated by these results, we design and implement a
prototype general purpose library to facilitate the development of transcoding-resistant steganographic systems.
We evaluate the prototype library by extending the StegoTorus pluggable transport with a new JPEG steganography scheme. Our evaluation results indicate that the
overhead of our transcoding-resistant JPEG steganography scheme is comparable to that other schemes and does
not significantly impact the performance of StegoTorus.
We also evaluate the resilience of our scheme to statistical attacks, specifically the blockiness detector using calibration and reembedding that has been proven to be effective against many JPEG steganography schemes. We
find that such detectors can be evaded by transcoding the
image to higher quality levels before transmission and
transcoding back to lower quality before destegging.
Contributions. In summary, the contributions of our
paper include the following:

We explore the viability of extending state-of-the-art
image steganography techniques for bypassing censorship. Our quest for a scalable steganographic technique,
which is robust against automated transcoders that reformat images in-flight, led to the implementation of a prototype system called TRIST1 that embeds data by selectively modifying bits in the frequency domain of the
image. By choosing heavily quantized frequency components at low JPEG quality values, we can robustly embed
information within images, and demonstrate how this information survives a number of transformations, including transcoding to higher JPEG quality levels and other
perturbations, such as image resizing (within bounds).
We evaluate our system by building a prototype of a
transcoding-resistant steganography library that we integrate with StegoTorus [36]. Our evaluations demonstrate
that StegoTorus integrated with TRIST provides reasonable bandwidth capable of supporting basic web surfing
along with transcoding resilience. Finally, we describe
how our system can be adapted to counter state-of-theart statistical attacks such as blockiness detectors.
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Introduction

Censorship attempts by various countries to block
anonymity systems, such as Tor, have precipitated the
development of diverse proxy systems that aim to
evade censorship by imitating popular protocols such as
HTTP [7, 36] and Skype [27]. There are multiple systems that have attempted to use image steganographic
techniques to bypass censorship. These include proxy
systems such as Infranet [8] and offline systems such
as Collage [3] and MIAB [20] that rely on social-media
sharing sites like Flickr [12] and web blogs to distribute steganographic content. However, these steganographic schemes aren’t resilient to basic image transformations routinely performed by many of these sites to
optimize storage and bandwidth. Furthermore, a sim1 derives

from trist/tryst meaning a secret meeting or rendezvous;
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System

File Type

Domain

Steganographic Technique

Detection Strategies and Metric

JSteg [35]
JP Hide&Seek [25]
F5 [37]
OutGuess [30]
HUGO [11]
YASS [34]
UNIWARD [18]

JPEG
JPEG
JPEG
JPEG
JPEG
JPEG
JPEG

frequency
frequency
frequency
frequency
frequency
spatial
both

LSB encoding
random LSB encoding
matrix encoding, permutative straddling
redundant bit encoding
LSB matching w/ STC
randomized embedding
universal embedding

χ 2 , histogram symmetry
χ 2 , histogram symmetry
calibration, histogram shape
calibration, reembedding, blockiness
SVM
Cartesian calibration

Table 1: Summary of notable prior JPEG steganography systems and steganalysis techniques
1) Presentation of transcoding-resistant steganography as
a problem for censorship circumvention; 2) Development of a steganographic embedding scheme for JPEG
in the frequency domain; 3) Evaluation of the proposed
scheme for transcoding resistance properties; 4) Integration with the StegoTorus pluggable transport and evaluation of system performance; and 5) Evaluation of system
resilience to statistical attacks.
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ing methods are designed to mark the medium, usually
redundantly, with a relatively small (in bits) identification key. Watermarking for copyright protection is most
concerned with preserving the watermark under a variety
of possible image transformations. Hence, watermarking tends to be redundant and has a low bandwidth requirement relative to steganography. Most watermarking methods add the watermark to the underlying image
representation. Because of quantization effects, it is possible that the relatively small perturbations of the image
representation employed by watermarking would be corrupted by transcoding. This might not affect watermarks
for the purpose of human visual inspection, but this has
an impact on the use of watermarking strategies for relatively higher-bandwidth steganographic communication.
In contrast to most watermarking methods, the approach
we propose exploits the existing processing chain for
JPEG and MPEG to set selected frequency coefficients,
and exploits the stabilization properties of quantization
to improve robustness.
Watermarking in the transform domain first requires
the image to be transformed into frequency or some
other generalized Fourier domain (e.g., DCT [1, 29, 28],
wavelet [32] or Legendre [40]) to exploit invariance or
robustness properties that are characteristic of that domain. In addition, most transform-based approaches allow one to minimize the perceptual effect of the watermark. A common approach [1, 29, 28] embeds the watermark using a weighted sum of DCT coefficients. The
new image representation C0 is given by:

Related Work

We broadly categorize prior related work as belonging to
four categories and discuss them below.
1) Transcoding Techniques. Transcoding techniques
[6, 5, 16, 33] seek to improve bandwidth performance at
the expense of quality by dynamically converting multimedia objects from one form to another along the network path. While these studies do not consider transcoding from a censor’s perspective, we are informed by the
transformations they perform as they are illustrative of
the types of COTS tools that might be easily deployed
by censoring countries.
2) Steganography Techniques.
Table 1 provides a
summary of the most popular steganography systems,
the specific steganographic techniques that they implement, and detection strategies known to work against
them. JSteg [35], JP Hide&Seek [25], F5 [37], and
OutGuess [30] embed message bits by manipulating the
quantized DCT coefficients. JSteg with random straddling as well as JP Hide&Seek are detectable using the
generalized χ 2 attack. Fridrich et al. exploit the fact
that F5 predictably affects the shape of the histogram
of DCT coefficients [14]. To defeat OutGuess, Fridrich
et al. define a new metric, called blockiness, that measures discontinuities along the boundaries of the 8x8
JPEG grid [13]. HUGO [11] implements a variant of
LSB matching that uses STCs to minimize pixel distortions. However, it has been shown to be vulnerable
to SVM-based classifiers [15]. YASS uses Quantization Index Modulation (QIM) that confuses traditional
blind steganalysis schemes by intentionally making no
attempt to minimize embedding impact on the cover image [34], but is detectable through Cartesian calibration techniques [23]. Finally, UNIWARD introduces a
Wavelet-based universal embedding function for which
there is currently no statistical detection algorithm, but is
vulnerable to transcoding attempts [18].
3) Watermarking Techniques. In general, watermark-

C0 = αC + βW
where C is a coefficient of the original source image, W
is the corresponding coefficient for the watermark, and α
and β are weights that sum to 1. Usually, such schemes
apply the transform over the entire image, but the use
of the DCT is especially attractive since this transform
is used by both JPEG and MPEG. Other basis functions
are available, including the Haar wavelet basis [32], and
the Legendre basis [40]. In [32], the wavelet transform
is applied first, followed by a singular value decomposition for each band, under the assumption that a perturbation of the singular values of the Haar transformed image
is robust to certain transformations but also tends to be
less perceptible to the human visual system. Otherwise,
the watermark is added to the image representation as
above. This method is, however, an expensive computa2

mon strategies implemented by commodity transcoders:
modifying the JPEG compression metric (q value) and
the spatial geometry.
System Goals. We describe below the specific design
goals of our proposed system:

tion compared to JPEG compression or decompression.
In [40], Legendre moments are employed to allow the
watermark to be robust with respect to affine transforms
of the image. This is particularly useful for embedding
watermarks that are designed for human visual inspection. All of these approaches additively perturb the image representation with the watermark.
More sophisticated embedding algorithms [4] exploit
quantization by noting that the ordering of coefficients
is preserved under quantization, hence this property can
be used to encode individual bits by forcing a particular
ordering across selected frequency components. Our approach supports a somewhat higher bit rate while being
robust to a variety of transformations.
4) Circumvention and Anti-Censorship Systems.
Collage [3] and MIAB [20] leverage media sharing websites e.g., flickr.com and blog sites to to hide messages within user-generated photos. The assumption is
that these censors would be hard pressed to block all
of these websites. Their prototype implementations rely
on OutGuess and HUGO for image steganography and
could be substituted with a transcoding-resistant system. Infranet [8] and StegoTorus [36] conceal traffic that
would otherwise be blocked within seemingly normal
HTTP traffic. The transcoding resistant image steganography techniques that we develop are complementary and
could be used to extend these and other circumvention
proxies such as Flash proxies [9], Telex [39], Decoy
Routing [22], and Cirripede [19].
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1. Unobservability – It must be infeasible for an adversary to use automated techniques to distinguish JPEGs
created by our system from normal JPEGs. Unlike most
prior work on steganography, human perceptability, i.e.,
non-distortion of the source cover to a visually unacceptable level, is a non-goal of our system.
2. Transcoding Resistance – The system must continue
to be able to transmit data even in the presence of an
adversary who manipulates images in between the sender
and receiver.
3. Usable Performance – The system must provide reasonable bandwidth. Realized bandwidth is directly proportional to the underlying channel capacity or steganographic overhead. Ideally, the steganographic expansion
factor should be within an order of magnitude.
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JPEG Overview

The JPEG image format [21] offers a compact way to
store images. It is a lossy compression scheme that saves
space by heavily quantizing or even removing the highest
spatial frequencies in an image. Quantization and compression is applied independently to successive blocks of
an image. For the sake of this paper, we assume without loss of generality that images are grayscale and divided into 8x8 blocks (called “Minimum Coded Units”
or MCUs). Each MCU can be treated as a 64-element
vector of integers that represent pixel intensities. At a
high level, JPEG compression treats each 8x8 MCU in
sequence by first computing a discrete cosine transformation (DCT) of the pixel values, quantizing the resulting frequency coefficients to reduce storage requirements
while preserving “perceptually significant” image features, and then Huffman coding the result (see Figure 1).
JPEG compression is controlled by a quality factor. As
quality is lowered, the highest frequencies of the image
are more heavily quantized and ultimately removed.
To embed messages, we exploit the fact that JPEG
compression quantizes and therefore stabilizes certain
frequency components. This in turn can provide a kind of
error correction, since the quantization mapping is manyto-one. Noise or corruption in the quantized frequency
components of the original image will tend to be stabilized on output by the loss induced by JPEG compression. This allows the message to survive a number of
different transcoding and filtering operations.
Our message embedding recipe first converts a cover
image I using a quality q into a new JPEG image I 0 . We
then select four heavily quantized DCT frequency components fu , fv , fw , fx that can support at least two bits after quantization. Each byte of the message is then em-

Adversary Model and System Goals

Adversary Model. We assume that the system user is
located in a censored country and is using the system to
communicate with a remote server outside the censored
zone. We assume that the user and remote endpoint have
a shared secret that they could leverage to parameterize
the embedding of the image. This shared secret could
have been obtained through an offline rendezvous process [26, 10, 9].
The goal of the adversary is prevent censorship circumvention by accurately identifying and disrupting any
communication that involves the use of steganographic
images. We assume that the adversary has deep packet
inspection (DPI) capability to eavesdrop on all traffic between the censored user and the remote endpoint. The
adversary does not care to decrypt the underlying message (as its often a TLS stream in the case of Tor pluggable transports) and does not have a priori knowledge
of the images that would be used to embed steganographic content. The adversary may employ various statistical techniques to distinguish steganographic images
from normal images. Finally, the adversaries could use
image transcoders to transform all uploaded and downloaded images. While there are many possible transformations that could be applied to images (e.g., blurring,
noise additions, rotations etc.), we focus on two com3

Figure 1: JPEG processing pipeline for compression. The shading in the third box illustrates the effect of quantization
on coefficient magnitude, where white = 0. Higher frequencies (in the lower right) are most heavily quantized.
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values of fu , fv , fw , fx and assembling the 2-bit quantitiestransmission
components ( f10 , f9 . f8 , f3 ). By using a base quality of
into one 8-bit byte. In practice, we use the open-source
30 (the red curve), we achieve nearly perfect message
libjpeg library, version 6b [24]. This library allows direct
transmission over a large range of target quality levels.
access to the DCT frequency components for any MCU
of a JPEG image, and hence it is straightforward to manipulate the frequency components directly and output
target JPEG quality and then back to the base quality, to
the result as a JPEG-compressed file.
see whether the message survived changes across quality
Steganographic Expansion Factor. We derive the
factors. Figure 3 shows the results, which are generally
expansion factor by empirically examining the typical
independent of the image. Note that error rates are very
JPEG files after compression at various quality levels. In
close to zero at and above the base quality. For a base
general, the observed compression at quality 30 results in
quality of 30, hardly any error is observed on transcoding
a 1:6 ratio of message to JPEG file length for the cover
across quality levels. The strategy suggested by this plot
image. After embedding, the JPEG file length will often
is to embed messages using low frequency components
increase, depending on the message content, and can be
at the lowest quality value that is practical, so that these
as much as double the size of the cover JPEG. Thus, we
components are heavily quantized. Transcoding from a
expect anywhere from a 1:6 to 1:12 ratio of message to
low quality to a higher quality and back will not degrade
Figure 5: Original Buffalo painting.
JPEG length.
the message.
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In a second set of experiments,
we applied image
5 Robustness Experiments
rescaling to determine the robustness of message transWe performed experiments to help us understand the romission through image enlargement and reduction. Our
bustness of this form of message embedding. All of
results were heavily dependent on image characteristics.
our experiments were performed using the ImageMagick
Highly textured images produced the worst results, most
“convert” utility. Messages were constructed by drawlikely because of cross-MCU bleed-through as a result
ing each of 3000 bytes in the message from a uniform
of filtering. By default, image rescaling in ImageMagdistribution over the interval [0, 255]. In all experiments,
ick relies on two filters that are useful for resampling:
we measured the Hamming distance between the origithe Mitchell filter and the Lanczos filter for image renal message and the recovered message. This provides
duction. The support for these filters is 2 or 3 pixels in
us with an error in bits that characterizes our ability to
radius. This means that filtering will cause information
recover the message through various kinds of transforto cross MCU boundaries. The effect is greatest at high
mation. In the first set of experiments, we chose a base
frequencies, causing significant bleed-through. If we sequality for embedding, and then transcoded IM to a new
lect low frequencies and low quality levels, we can min-
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Figure 2: Results of embedding a message in four selected frequency components of an image. Left: “Clean” JPEG
images at quality 30; Right: embedding using the highest admissible frequencies;
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imize bleed-through across MCUs and at the same time
exploit quantization to stabilize the message. The use of
Mitchell or Lanczos filters for resampling can, to some
extent, be inverted by the use of the “-sharpen” option
(essentially a bandpass filter) for “convert”. More generally, an impulse response measurement allows us to invert any linear filtering that is present in the transcoding
process, so knowledge of the exact form of the filter is
unnecessary.

System Performance Evaluation

TRIST is implemented as a standalone library in approximately 5900 lines of C code. It extends the widely used
libjpeg [24] library for manipulating JPEG images. To
evaluate the efficacy and overhead of our JPEG embedding scheme, we integrated TRIST into the StegoTorus
pluggable transport as a new steganograpic scheme. The
changes necessary to StegoTorus to support this scheme
were fairly modest (∼350 lines of C code).
To evaluate the system in a reproducible network environment, we configured StegoTorus as one-hop SOCKS
proxy in the localhost and used dummynet [31] to induce a specific one-way link delay ranging from 20-100
ms. We then used curl to connect to a local webserver
running on the same machine through StegoTorus (using SOCKS) and download a 4 MB file. The one-way
delay is introduced in all 3 links. We also repeat each
experiment varying the number of parallel StegoTorus
circuits. We find the results to be promising (shown in
Figure 5), i.e., the introduction of the JPEG steganography scheme introduces minimal additional overhead to
StegoTorus. This is encouraging considering the fact that
the JPEG steganography scheme is arguably superior to
other proof-of-concept schemes currently implemented
by StegoTorus.
Next, we compare the performance of the JPEG
steganography scheme with each of the other steganography schemes implemented by StegoTorus (shown in
Figure 5). Here, we vary the one-way link delay from
20-400 ms and fix the number of circuits to be 4. We
find that the throughput of current JPEG steganography
scheme falls in between that of PDF and JSON schemes.
JavaScript performs best and SWF performs worst, while
JSON and SWF schemes are least sensitive to link delay.
We suspect that the relative insensitivity of JSON and
SWF to link delays is because the file sizes transmitted
by the StegoTorus server in these cases is much smaller
than that of the other schemes. There is clearly room
for additional optimization for the JPEG steganography

In practice, we can get good message recovery by performing an inverse rescaling operation (to bring the image back to its original resolution), coupled with a sharpening operation. Figure 4 (top) shows one plot using a
specific set of frequency components (indices 18, 17, 16,
and 10). Error rates are nearly zero when images are
scaled by > 100%. At a rescaling of 100%, we see errors
simply because the sharpening filter is in use. Recovery
would be perfect, or nearly so, if sharpening were omitted in this case. For scale factors < 100%, there is a range
of scale factors from about 60 − 80%, but only a narrow
range of sharpening sigma within which good error rates
are found. Better results are achieved by moving to lower
frequencies. In Figure 4 (bottom), the frequency indices
are 10, 9, 8, and 3. With these frequencies, message errors are near 0 even in the rescaling range of 75 − 95%,
for a wide range of sharpening sigmas.
In general, a good strategy for message embedding is
to use the lowest quality that is practical. Our approach
to message embedding can tolerate a certain amount of
image reduction, but below 70% reduction, error rates increase. In general, redundant coding or some other form
of error correction (beyond that provided by JPEG itself)
should greatly improve our ability to transmit information through image or video media. In the case of image
reduction, we believe that a more thorough study of the
properties of resampling filters can help us improve error
rates. Finally, we note that the method we have described
here is applicable to MPEG, and in particular to I-frame
encoding, which is very similar to JPEG processing.
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Figure 8: Lanczos filters, used by ImageMagick for image rescaling with scale factors < 100%.
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Figure 4: Left: Error as a function of sharpening sigma and image scale percentage. For this survey, frequency
components 18,17,16, and 10 were used. Right: Error
as performance.
a function of sharpening sigma and image scale percentage.
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For this survey, frequency components 10, 9, 8, and 3 were used. These are lower frequency components than in the
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previous plot, and exhibit a broader range of good performance.

Figurecomponents
10: Error as a function of sharpening sigma and image scale percentage. For this survey, frequency components
Figure 9: Error as a function of sharpening sigma and image scale percentage. For this survey, frequency
10, 9, 8, and 3 were used. These are lower frequency components than in the previous plot, and exhibit a broader range
18,17,16, and 10 were used.

Actual vs. Estimated Message Length
8000

scheme in terms of embedding data in more than four frequencies, tuning the quality levels etc. Evaluating these
strategies in greater detail is future work.

4000
Estimated Length (bytes)

7

Quality 30

6000

Statistical Attacks and Limitations

We evaluate resilience of TRIST against three broad
classes of attacks that have been employed against JPEG
steganographic systems.
Histogram Divergence: (χ 2 ) Attack. The χ 2 attack
uses first order statistics to detect the change in histogram
between the normal and stegged image. Specifically,
Westfeld and Pfitzmann developed an attack that detects
LSB encoding variants using predictable pair-of-values
(POVs) in the frequency histograms [38]. TRIST is not
vulnerable to the POV χ 2 attack since it does not use
LSB encoding. In addition, we performed some preliminary experiments to see whether there were any statistically significant differences in the distributions of frequency coefficients between steg and cover images, using default frequency selections. We performed these
tests for each of the 64 frequency components and were
not able to detect a difference with the KolmogorovSmirnoff test [17]. One possible explanation is that by
default, TRIST restricts its operation to the most heavily
quantized frequencies. These frequencies have very few
categories to begin with, and the resulting post-steg distributions have a narrow peak centered about 0. Thus it
may be difficult to use basic histogram-based statistical
attacks to defeat TRIST.
Blockiness Detection. One attack that has proven successful against many steganography schemes is the selfcalibrated blockiness measure proposed in [13]. Our
approach may also be vulnerable to this attack, since
the changes that we insert in the frequency domain are
much more significant than just the LSB. We implemented the blockiness measure and message length esti-
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Figure 6: Message length estimates obtained using the
blockiness measure, obtained by embedding the message
at quality 30 and then transcoding up to quality 90 for a
range of message lengths from 1-39 KB using 20 cover
images from the BOSS dataset [2].

mator described in [13] and averaged the results over several cover images. We experimented with various quality levels for embedding, and found that if a message is
embedded at a low quality (e.g., 30) and the resulting image is transcoded up to quality 90 (e.g., using ‘convert’),
the blockiness test no longer reliably determines message
length. Figure 6 illustrates this effect for a range of message lengths from 0 to the maximum (around 39 KB).
Blind Steganalysis. There has been a recent trend toward developing universal steganalysis tools that combine first and second order classifiers to detect steganographic images [23]. While we have not experimented
against such systems, we anticipate that such attacks are
likely possible against our system. However, these attacks rely on large feature vectors and tend to be computationally more expensive than prior attacks. Evaluating
vulnerability to and building resilience to such attacks is
future work.
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Conclusion and Future Work

material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Defense Advanced Research
Project Agency or Space and Naval Warfare Systems
Center Pacific. Distribution Statement A: Approved for
Public Release, Distribution Unlimited.

TRIST introduces a new twist to the standard steganography problem (i.e., transcoding resistance) and applies it
to the censorship circumvention domain, which is an area
of active research. An important challenge, associated
with application of image steganography to this domain,
is that of the channel bandwidth (i.e., would the realized bandwidth be sufficient to sustain seamless web surfing?). We address this problem through the development
of a new JPEG steganographic technique that provides
improved robustness against automated transcoders by
selectively modifying heavily quantized frequency components at low JPEG quality values. Our experimental evaluations demonstrate that we can robustly embed information across various images and this information survives a number of transformations, including
transcoding to higher quality and rescaling of the image.
There are several potential areas of future work including (i) developing schemes that are resilient to other image transformations (e.g., rotations, smoothing etc.), (ii)
integrating with other anti-censorship techniques such
as Collage [3], MIAB [20] and FTE Proxy [7] and (iii)
extending our strategies to JPEG-like encoding in other
multimedia formats such as MPEG I-frames and shockwave flash files. Finally, steganography and censorship
are both cat-and-mouse games and we anticipate that adversaries will develop new strategies to detect and disrupt
our steganographic schemes. We view these as a natural
evolution of the arms race and look forward to them as
exciting opportunities to further improve our system.
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